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Microsoft Dynamics CRM with the KMS Project-CRM solution can be deployed within your business in a number of ways, 

each of which will fit into your current and future IT infrastructure requirements.  

No matter which option you take you can still access all of your CRM information via Outlook, Browser or portable devices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If your business changes so too can your deployment. Microsoft Dynamics CRM with the KMS Project-CRM solution can easily 

be migrated from an on-premise deployment to an online solution or vice versa using standard migration tools. KMS will 

work with you to determine the best deployment route for your business. 

What are the options? 
 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM is an industry leader trusted by countless companies who recognize the importance of building and 
maintaining strong relationships with customers.  
 
Before comparing the key-elements of Dynamics CRM online and Dynamics CRM On-Premise, it is on the positive end to have 
a quick short description on them.  
Microsoft Dynamics CRM is available in two primary delivery mechanisms: Dynamics CRM On-Premise and Dynamics CRM 
Online.  
 
The on-premise version of CRM is hosted by the customer in an on-premise server. With CRM Online, Microsoft takes over 
the hosting responsibilities. For the average end-user, there is no substantial difference between CRM Online and On-
Premise. 

Best experience across devices 

Online On Premises 

Cloud on your terms 

 



                                          

 

 
 
 

 

Online  

This is a subscription solution whereby your business purchases the required software on a subscription basis, and 

have it hosted by Microsoft, again in a world class data centre in a high-availability environment, monitored and 

managed 24/7/365 to give you real peace of mind. You subscribe to your own Project-CRM environment paying a 

monthly fee per user. This cost is often treated as monthly expenditure and thus great ROI’s can be achieved with no 

capital expenditure. Using the Online model allows you to more accurately predict your IT costs, and allows you to 

overcome any capital cost barriers often associated with implementing CRM solutions. 

 

 

On Premise 

This has been the traditional method of implementing CRM. The CRM servers being located within your own offices. 

Your business purchases the required software, and utilizes your own IT infrastructure (servers etc..). You thus own 

all the software and hardware required. 

 
 
  

KMS: Setting the Standard for CRM within the Construction Industry.  
 
KMS have developed the CRM solution for companies involved in the Construction Industry. By building on 20 years 

experience servicing this marketplace, along with the latest Microsoft technologies, KMS have created a solution 

which is seen as a ‘game changer’ in the world of CRM and Construction. 

 

Contact us to find out more 

+44 (0)20 79390744,    sales@kms-software.com, www.kms-software.com  
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